Conformational limitations of glycylsarcosine as a prototypic substrate for peptide transporters.
Peptide transporters are present in all species to absorb the small peptides that occur ubiquitously as products of proteolysis. The broad substrate specificities of these systems allow them to be exploited therapeutically for delivery of peptidomimetic drugs in microbes and man. To this end, glycylsarcosine is currently used as a standard substrate for assaying peptidomimetic transport by peptide transporters. However, in this study we find it is unsuitable as a general substrate, based on assays of its transport by model bacterial peptide transporters and computer-based conformational analysis of its structure. Of the two generic transporters for di- and tripeptides, exemplified by Dpp and Tpp in Escherichia coli, only Dpp can transport glycylsarcosine. The explanation for this finding came from molecular modelling, which indicated that glycylsarcosine can adopt only a restricted range of conformers compared with typical dipeptides, and that of the conformers with a trans peptide bond, the majority have the specific psi and phi backbone torsion angles needed for molecular recognition and transport by Dpp but none possessed psi and phi torsions required for recognition by Tpp; moreover, 38% of its conformers have cis peptide bonds that are not substrates for any peptide transporter. Thus, using glycylsarcosine as substrate in competition assays with compounds that typically form conformers recognised by both types of peptide transporter will underestimate their transport. These findings have implications for assays of oral availability of peptidomimetic drugs such as beta-lactams, ACE inhibitors and anti-viral compounds, for which glycylsarcosine is routinely used.